New Testament 6	George, p. 250-310	Galatians 3:19-4:7
52

	What two warnings does George post  in this section worthy of attention? 





	Why the Law according to 3:19-20?  Note the four statements of the verse.


1. 

2.

3.

4. 

	Summarize what each of the four statements in question 2 mean.









	Why does Paul add “angels” in this discussion?





	What is significant about the word “mediator” in this context?




	What are the three questions concerning the law in 3:21-25?








	What does the words me genoito convey in this passage?




	What two principles may we gather from the word “Scripture” in 3:22-23?

What is meant by the term “paidogogos”?  Who was a paidagogos in the culture of Paul’s day and what was his role with the student?  What was his primary purpose and motif in Paul’s analogy?







	How can Galatians 3:10-25 be taken as a manifesto of Christian antinomianism?






	Summarize George’s Summary on page 270.










	What three astounding statements did Paul make regarding the new status of all believers in 3:26?  







	Where is the only explicit mention of baptism in Galatians? Why is it one of the most important references to the ordinance in all of Paul’s writings?







	Explain how Paul cannot be teaching the “water theology” of sacramentalism, but is teaching something else. What is he teaching? 



	List the 10 steps involved in baptism according to late second century teachings.










	Explain the proper understanding of 3:28 from its context.






	Summarize George’s excursus 3: Was Paul a feminist?








	Paul’s analogy in 4: 1-2 is based on the legal practice of guardianship. Describe this relationship.  How does it fit Paul’s argument?







	List the three central lines of interpretation that have emerged concerning the meaning of the technical term in Paul’s writings for stoichos.







	Why are 4: 4-5 so important in Paul’s work in Galatians? What are the four central ideas brought together in this one unit?





21. Is Galatians 4:4 an implicit reference to the virgin birth of Jesus?  Why or why not?







	Paul has used negative terms to express our redemption. In 4:5 he uses a positive phrase. What is it and what does it mean?







	What is discussed under the section The Spirit Within (4:6-7)?








	Why is the word “Abba” so important for the Christian?







25. Why is 4:7 important in this discussion? What is its function? 

